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Notes / Special Instructions:   
 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

Jira Ref Service Now 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-104 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

New 
Feature 

Filing: New Born Baby 
Notification 

A notification is now displayed when a 
document is received for a new born baby 
(< 3months old). This feature has been 
implemented to reduce the amount of 
baby’s documents that are rejected 
because of them not having an NHS 
number yet 

D10-488 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

Change Carenotes: sync - control 
retries after failure 

In the event the API errors due to data 
quality or duplicates the sync service will no 
longer attempt to retry 

D10-637 
D10-638 

LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

New 
Feature 

RMS ONLY: Barndoc - Add 
additional User Fields 

Additional User Fields have been added to 
support the Barndoc reporting requirements 

D10-639 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

New 
Feature 

RMS ONLY: Barndoc - Add 
RMS section to Task 
Templates with several 
options 

Additional fields have been added to the 
task templates to support the Barndoc 
reporting requirements 

D10-716 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

Change RMS ONLY: eRS Worklist 
filtering (connection issue) 

A site can now be configured to collect from 
certain specialities, instead of the download 
checking all documents for every speciality 

D10-752 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

Change Tech Debt: Create a tool for 
encrypting secrets 

A tool has now been created that generates 
encrypted secrets at a command prompt 
using the Public Key of the RSA key 
container. This was created so that support 
staff can encrypt strings without needing 
access to the private key of the RSA key 
container.  E.g. to create an encrypted 
version of a new database password 

D10-754 LOGGED 
INTERNALLY 

Change Carenotes: Patient Update 
Poller - Remove NHS 
Number check 

Previously when the Patient Update Poller 
was performed, it performed a check to see 
if the NHS Number is valid. This has been 
removed in line with changes to the 
Docman API 

 


